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PREPPING CABINETS FOR ASSEMBLY

1. Place cabinets on their backs near the location where they will be installed (leaving the
cardboard underneath the back of the cabinets to protect them from getting scratched)

2. Remove cardboard from the top and sides, leaving the cardboard under the back of the
cabinet
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SECURING CABINETS TOGETHER

10. When the cabinets are level with
one another, clamp the cabinets
together using two clamps positioned
per the image.

11. Pre-drill the cabinets in the approximate
       locations as shown below. Screw together

    with the 1-1/4" cabinet screws.
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14. The Savannah Kitchen with the Right Return will require setting the grill
cabinet 24 inches from the cabinet you added the vertical filler strips,to then add the
refrigerator filler pieces. (See page 21 - 23 for securing cabinet together.)
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SECURING CABINETS TOGETHER

14. The Savannah Kitchen with the Left Return will require setting the grill cabinet
we added the vertical filler strips too, add the next cabinet 24 inches inches from grill
cabinet. Then adding the refrigerator filler pieces. (Shown in later pages.)

Left and Right Return Augusta Kitchens next page.
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Find your DuraBull model below or on the next page for installation order and then join
against the cabinet with the filler pieces to the corner return cabinet and proceed outward

Connect cabinets using the same technique as return cabinets, then work from right to left.
(See page 21-23 for refrigerator instructions)

Connect cabinets using the same technique as return cabinets, then work from left to right.
(See page 21-23 for refrigerator instructions)
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14. The Augusta Kitchen with the Right Return will require setting the grill cabinet
24 inches from the cabinet you added the vertical filler strips,to then add the
refrigerator filler pieces. (See page 21-23 for securing cabinet together.)

SECURING CABINETS TOGETHER (CONTINUED)

14. The Augusta Kitchen with the Left Return will require setting the cabinet we
added the vertical filler strips against the corner cabinet too, add the next 24 inch
cabinet, then the grill cabinet, spacing the next cabinet 24 inches inches from grill
cabinet. Now add the refrigerator filler pieces. (Shown in later pages.)
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Connect cabinets using the same technique as return cabinets, then work from right to left.
(See page 21-23 for refrigerator instructions)

Connect cabinets using the same technique as return cabinets, then work from left to right.
(See page 21-23 for refrigerator instructions)

Find your DuraBull model below or on the next page for installation order and then join
against the cabinet with the filler pieces to the corner return cabinet and proceed outward.



ADDING 24" SPACING FOR REFRIGERATOR

SECURING CABINETS TOGETHER
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17. Add the refrigeration back panel and secure with clamps. Make sure the cabinets are
level and the back panel is flush to the top and back of the cabinets as shown below.

16. Set the trash can cabinet (or the triple drawer cabinet, depending on your model) 24"
from the grill cabinet.

15. Use the same technique as used on the return cabinets to level and screw
together.













FRONT TOE KICK PREPARATION & INSTALLATION
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OR

Left
Return

Cabinets

Right
Return

Cabinets

Refrigerator
Panel

Refrigerator
Panel

SAVANNAH KITCHEN LEFT AND RIGHT ONLY

5" x 17-1/2"5" x 59-1/2" Toe Kick

14015 (Charcoal)
14016 (Symphony Blue)
14017 (Dune)

14003 (Charcoal)
14004 (Symphony Blue)
14005 (Dune)

5" x 23-1/2" Toe Kick

14018 (Charcoal)
14019 (Symphony Blue)
14020 (Dune)

5" x 53-1/2" Toe Kick

14000 (Charcoal)
14001 (Symphony Blue)
14002 (Dune)

26. Starting with the front toe kicks. Place the precut toe kicks down on cardboard in front of the
cabinets. Butt up the 59-1/2" toe kick against the return toe kick and make the 17-1/2" toe kick flush
with the refrigerator opening, before proceeding to the next step.

27. Now use the same technique use on page 24 to mark the toe kick.
28. proceed to continue with what was done on page 26 adding the mount and clip. Continuing to
snap the toe kick into place.

27. Now use the same technique use on page 24 to mark the toe kick.
28. proceed to continue with what was done on page 26 adding the mount and clip. Continuing to
snap the toe kick into place.

26. Starting with the front toe kicks. Place the precut toe kicks down on cardboard in front of the
cabinets. Butt up the 23-1/2" toe kick against the return toe kick and make the 53-1/2" toe kick flush
with the refrigerator opening, before proceeding to the next step.

FIND YOUR MODEL



OR

FRONT TOE KICK PREPARATION & INSTALLATION

AUGUSTA KITCHEN LEFT AND RIGHT ONLY
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5" x 17-1/2"

14003 (Charcoal)
14004 (Symphony Blue)
14005 (Dune)

5" x 23-1/2" Toe Kick

14018 (Charcoal)
14019 (Symphony Blue)
14020 (Dune)

5" x 83-1/2" Toe Kick

14021 (Charcoal)
14022 (Symphony Blue)
14023 (Dune)

5" x 77-1/2" Toe Kick

14009 (Charcoal)
14010 (Symphony Blue)
14011 (Dune)

26. Starting with the front toe kicks. Place the precut toe kicks down on cardboard in front of the
cabinets. Butt up the 83-1/2" toe kick against the return toe kick and make the 17-1/2" toe kick flush
with the refrigerator opening, before proceeding to the next step.

27. Now use the same technique use on page 24 to mark the toe kick.
28. proceed to continue with what was done on page 26 adding the mount and clip. Continuing to
snap the toe kick into place.

27. Now use the same technique use on page 24 to mark the toe kick.
28. proceed to continue with what was done on page 26 adding the mount and clip. Continuing to
snap the toe kick into place.

26. Starting with the front toe kicks. Place the precut toe kicks down on cardboard in front of the
cabinets. Butt up the 23-1/2" toe kick against the return toe kick and make the 77-1/2" toe kick flush
with the refrigerator opening, before proceeding to the next step.

FIND YOUR MODEL






















